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over us,

shadow behind.
Hawthorne

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Vo. XII Number 11

December 2, 1971

Council Carries On
BY CAROL DOYLE

Business matters of
the
Student Organization meeting
held Friday, November 19,
included
the
following:
a
referedum for college issues,
council , support of the CBA 's
actions on behalf of the hiring of
Black
and
Puerto
Rican
professors,
reports
on
the
Co-operative,
freshman
orientation
and
yearbook
appraisals,
finance
board
approvals and also support of the
challenge of the StudenfTeaching
fee. Other areas covered were
committee
reports
and
appointments, and a motion
regarding an alteration in the
procedures of Finance Board.
A
student
referendum
concerning pertinent campus
issues is in the process of being
co-ordinated under the auspices of
student government. The purpose
of such referendums would be to
take a consensus of opinion
before deciding upon a course of
action. More information on this
subject or any suggestions should
be referred to the Student Org.
offices.
The Collegiates for Black
Action asked Council's active
support of their efforts on behalf
of hiring of third world professors
at NSC. They are prepared to
present qualified applicants to the
departments of the college, for
job consideration.
A report on the status of talks
with the Co-operative Bookstore,
given by Presidnet Bob Di
Ferdianndo, indicated 4 areas of

concer
which
must
be
immediately dealt with by THE
Co-op committee. The demands
were those of lower prices, the
re-direction of funds, more
student employees, and students
acting as the security force .
Survey results from the Class
of '76 indicate that Freshman
orientation was fairly successful.
The complete figures were not
available and a further report shall
be made at a later date. Bids for
the '71 yearbook were collected
by council member, Richard
Hauser,
which suggest that
production of the book may have
been unduly high-priced. There
followed discussion on the floor,
however,
that
the
figures
presented did not forsee hidden
costs.
_
The next item on the agenda
were finance board approvals.
After a ½ hour discussion , it was
decided to delete a $22. coffee
pot from the Science Club funds,
but passed their over-all budget.
Also passed was a $175. fee for
Free University Yoga classes. This
money represents the $17 .50
subsidy from Student Org. for the
10 people taking the course. The
other half is paid by the student
himself.
The
Council
passed,
by
consent,
the
resolution
to
challenge the assessment of the
$60. Student Teaching fee which
is set by the State of New Jersey.
The resolution read not only
called for the cancellation of such
fees, moreover, a mm1mum
payment from the State for the

service performed in the form of
the
student
teaching
field
experience. It contends that "the
student teaching filed experience
is in reality an apprenticeship
providing benefit to the state".
Student Org. will also seek
solidarity from · the other State
Colleges in their appeal.
Among
the
various
appointments announced were
two justices to round-out the NSC
Judicial Review Board. The two
members named were Mack Price
and Gwen Purdie. Both are Black
students residing in the dorms.
The five justices will now have the
task of ruling on the vote needed
to pass the Finance Board motion
presented to Council by senior
member Gary De Carolis. The
motion had to be tabled until a
review by the Board of the proper
voting procedures.
It was also announced that all
clubs not suminitting financial
reports by Dec. 1 will have their
funds automatically frozen .
The loss of a quoroum after
approximately 4½ hours forced
the close of the meeting.

Coupons . Kathleen Cleaver
Save Lives

Vs. U.S. Govt.

by Sue Cousins

On Tuesday, November 16th,
Kathleen Cleaver spoke to a group
of about 400 students in the TPA
during College Free Hour.

The Women's Auxilary of
Barber's Local 315 are sponsoring
Mrs. Cleaver spoke about the
a project to collect 60,000 Betty
Black
National Li b eration
Crocker coupons in order to
Struggle, which she pointed out
redeem them for a kidney unit to
• originated when the blacks were
be
donated
to Muhlenberg
brought to the United States as
Hospital, Plainfield. Betty Crocker
slaves. The black struggle, she
(General Mills) is phasing out the
said, is recognized by people
redemption plan and the group throughout the world, and it is
has only until December 31 , 1971 not limited to this country. Many
to meet its goal.
of the same problems can be
found within African states.
These coupons are found on all
Kathy Cleaver accused the U.S.
Until this past October the Student Org. The board operates General Mills products such as
government
of instigating war and
Student Organization of Newark under rigid procedure. It hears a cereals,
casseroles,
potatoes,
State had no functioning case and witnesses one week and desserts, flour, cake mixes, snacks, introducing drugs within the black
Judiciary , as it was in the renders its decision the following etc. The Auxilary will accept any community.
She described the black race as
organizing stages . The week . In the interim the justices coupons regardless of expiration
Constitution By-Laws Committee do not discuss the case. All date. The public is asked to send
reviewed constitutions of other decisions made by the board are any they may have to Jaycee-ettes
colleges. The form of the Judicial final and cannot be appealed . chairman Mrs. Joseph R. Sefack,
Review Board, as it exists, was Until last Friday night only a 216 E. James Place, Iselin, New
conceived by Steve Wance and quorum (3 justices) sat on the Jersey 08830 or call 283-0061
approved b y the remammg board: Robert Young, Mark and they will be collected.
Maureen Goger
By-Laws members, by Council, Moczulski, and Phillip Olivo. Two
The proposed changes for th_e
and by student referendum , which new justices. Mack Price and
By-Laws of the Constitution of
made it a by-law. The Judicial Gwen Purdie, both black students
Council will ·be voted on by
Review Board consists of one who are dorm students, were
Student Org Friday, December
chairman (Chief Justice) and four · appointed Friday night by
3rd. Chairman Jerry Barron
We
are
testing
to
see
who
associate justices. The justices are President Bob Di Ferdiando and
explained that revisions began last
appointed by ·the President of approved b.y Council.
year after the By-Laws had been
really reads the paper.
Student Org and confirmed by
in existence for five years.
To date, two decisions have
That is why this nonsense
Council. The justice cannot hold been made by the Judicial Review
The proposed changes are as
an elected office while serving as a Board. The board interpreted . you are reading now is follows: The Treasurer of Student
Org shall publish or cause to be
judge. Each justice holds office articles No. 26 and No. 27 of the
here. Since you are reading
published accounts of its financial
until he relinquishes his position Finance Board Policy (10-26-71).
status within two weeks in the
or until he graduates. The The question that was brought
this it is obvious that you
"Independent". Also -" withdrawal
functions of the Judicial Review forth for interpretation was
of recognition from any student
Board are to hear all cases whether or not President Bob Di
really read the articles. If
group shall require 2/3 majority
involving the Constitution and Ferdinando was within his
you weren't reading this
vote of Council members present,
By-Laws and to interpret them if jurisdiction when he and the
provided that a one-week prior
a specific case requires it. The Finance Board Chairman ·decided
then you wouldn't be
notice of proposed withdrawal is
board also hears all cases referred to freeze funds for the
given to all Council members and
to it regarding internal Student Memorabilia.
reading this. Thank you.
provided that the officers and the
Org conflicts. The Judicial Review
Article No. 26 (Finance Board
advisors of the group affected are
Board only has jurisdiction over Policy) states, "any group which
·given at least a two-week written
matters involving students and/or
(Continued on Page 2)

Judicial Review
Board Exercise
Powers

always having been disunited and
in disagreement with each other
and expressed the belief that by
d ividing and conquering, the
blacks could wipe out each other.
She indicated the need for a line
of communication between blacks
across the country and also a
people's army to back the
Liberation Struggle. Mrs. Cleaver
cited the Black Panther Party as
one of four successful black groups
and attributed this success to their
organization.
Kathleen Cleaver expressed
have faith in the future of blacks
and urged the black people to join
together to combat the problems
with which they are faced. She
said, "the Niggers will take the
power so they can change things
to work for themselves."

By-Laws Revised
notice of said proposal. A hearing
shall be held before the motion of
withdrawal is voted on".
Executive Board alterations
read as fQllows: "The Board shall
fill all vacancies in the Executive ·
Board positions-, except class
presidents, with the approval of
Council. Council vacancies shall
be filled by appointing the person
with the next highest number of
votes received in the election for
the seat vacant and who is not
currently a member of Council or
served on it in the present term.
In the event of a tie, a runoff
election, open only to those who
are tied, shall be held. In the event
the list of original candidates is
exhausted and a vacancy exists, a
new election shall be held and the
resulting list used for this and
future vacancies. Should . the
(Continued on Page 2)

Page Two-

·n

.J-udicia.l Powers
(Continued from Page l_}

· the Finance Board finds has spent
money ilteeally:, shall
automatically have its funds
frozen." Evidence must be present
and the Finance Board and
Student Council must "jointly
review the situation before
Student Council releases the
funds" (as interpreted by JRB).
Articfe No. 27 (Finance Board
Policy) is legal only when it is
"11hysically impossible to hold a
council meeting". In this case the
Student Org. President and
Finance Board Chairman can
freeze funds.
The second decision (11-1-71)
concerned the John F. Kennedy
Scholarship: Student Organization
vs. June Artelli. The scholarship

By-Laws
Revised
(Continued from Page I)

offices of President an-d
Vice-President be vacant
simultaneously, the chairman of
the Judicial Review Board shall
preside over the meeting of the
Executive Board purpose of
electing a new president. The .
chairman of the Judicial Review
Board shall then call and preside
over a meeting of Council, to take
place no later than one week after
the decision of the Executive
Board and present the choice to
Council for approval."
Abscences caused by
fulfillment of military obligations
or religious obligations are
automatically excused.
The current members of the
Constitution and By-Laws
Committee will all be graduating
this June. They ask any interested
students to submit a letter to
Student Org or place one in
Mailbox No. 293 stating their
desire for involvement with he
committee. ·

SOPHOMORES
Now is the time

to elect a •

READING MIN OR .

See Prof. D. Wei~

Help Wanted :
Male and Female Students to
tutor children grades 1-12 in
math or reading. Must have
own transportation and live in
general area of Westfield. Call
Ebroniz Learning Center
233-6121.

allots $250 per year to a student
who qualifies for. it. The questioa
was since June Artelli was on an
accel~ted proeram shoutd she be
gjven the full $250 for only half
this year. The Judicial Review
Board found "that the description
of the . John F. Kennedy
Scholarship does not in any way
stipulate- that (1) the money be
paid $175 each semester, or (2}
that the money be used for
tuition only." The Board also
found that- the money was being
used for "completion of degree
requirements". For these reasons
the Board directed the Treasurer
of Student Ora- to "release the
balance of the ... Scholarship and
forward it to the Business
Office.... " In addition to this
the Board recommended that the
Student Council specify the
purpose of the JFK Schotarshi1;>,
"if a specific • purpose. . . . 1s
intended," and forward it to
Financial Aid to avoid "further
complications."
The Judicial Review Board has
set a precedent with these
decisions and will continue to
exercise its powers.

.Messiah
Program
Change
Professor Platt, Conductor for
the Newark State College Festival
Chorus' production of Handel's
"MESSIAH" on Friday December
3, today announced the following
program change:
Featured at tenor will be, the
South Korean tenor, Philip Cho.
A protege of Jan Peerce, Mr. Cho
was the leading singer for the
Korean National Symphony prior
to his arrival here in 1966. He has
appeared with the Pittsburgh
Opera as a regular guest artist,
. with the Metropolitan Opera
Studio, the Pittsburgh Symphony
and the Boston Symphony.
Curtain time is 8:00 p.m. and
ticket information can be
obtained by contacting the Music
Department on campus or at the
door.
Any group wishing to
conduct a charity drive at any
of the monthly major concerts
must notify CCB at least two
weeks in advance. Please
include the name of the group
sponsoring the drive and the
name , address and phone of
the
charity.
Any group
violating these requirements
will receive no space from CCB
for at least two months and
where possible. will be subject
to legal action.
A
suggestion box has
recently been placed in the
lobby of our library. The
purpose of the box is to be the
center point for any student
complaints, suggestions, or
-grievances.
The library staff assures the
students
that
any
communications submitted will
be answered and published on
the bulletin board adjoining
the box within two days.
So, if you have anything to
say concerning the library here's your chance.

,. ,· Qecember 2. 1971
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.· .1st Special Ed. :Luncheon
.Attains Goal
The 1st Special Education
Luncheon, spoDIOred by Student
Ort, and the Council for
Exceptional Children (CEC) wu
held in the Student' Center
Sun d ay, November 21st.
Approximately 200 persons eame
to listen to the four speakers, view
two fllma, and dine.
Wendy Burris. Presictent of
CEO wetcomed- the audience at
1: 30 P.M. and- began the program
by introducing the 1st speaker,
· Crail Costigan. Mr. Costigan, Vice
President ofCEC, related the past,
pnsent, and future activities of
the Council.
Dr. Arthur Jonas, chairman of
the Special Education Department
and Individualized Services was

the next speaker. In speakin& on
Mrs. Elaine F"isber, instructor
" Oportuniti& in the Field of in the fJeld of . Spec. Ed. and
Special Education andltsFutv.re", moderator of CEC talked on the
Dr. Jonas said, "there are still NSC curriculum afforded the
more jobs to be fdled than majors stud-yin& mental
quali_~ people to fill them."retardation. She also spoke on the
"Monday Program" Spec. Ed.
He informed the audience of student& conduct on campus for
the tendency to intepate ~e exceptional children.
mentally retard~ students With
Mrs. Geraldine Drexler,
normal students m th e classroom, , instructor in the field of Speech
particularly the educable mentally and Hard of Hearing lectured on
retarded. He said, "Philadelphia NSC Educational Resource
has already given-up all educable Center. The collett, still houses
rMntally retarded classes _and two Communication Disorder
intergrated the student& mto classes and one primary class for
normal· c ~ Our 0 ":"1 ~te- the hearing impaired child. The
department JS also looking mto goal •t for these three classes,
the possibility 0 dissolving N.J. 's Mrs. Drexler said, "is to
educable classes.
eventually place the children in

!

•
d
Library Exten dS Th 1r

other educational classes."

then::~~::;·:~s:d::~
David Barnhart, Mrs. Byma
■
Berson, Mrs. Elizabeth Callahan,
Mrs. Drexler, Mr. Gerard Fanelli,
.
Mrs. Fisher, Mr. John HafOy and
Susan Cousins
His History and Literatur~" and Dr. Jonas, the faculty members
At a recent Administrative "The International Library of who attended the Luncheon.
Board Meeting, Dean Parks was Negro Life and History".
confronted with the complaint
This September the library also
that the N.S.C. library is lacking ordered the Schomburg Collection
in literature relevant to black_ of Negro Literature and History the most prestigious collection of
people.
The Library Staff, under the its kind.
Jan Furda
Direction of Dr. Nagy, checked
Currently, with the help of
The
freshman
class sponsored a
into this matter and found that several faculty members, a
the library is now subscribing to collection of Puerto Rican Thanksgiving food · drive for the
sixteen journals and/or periodicals Literature is being accumulated. benefit of Elizabeth Housing
in the area of Afro-American However, this particular project is Authority from Novemder 19th
Studies and black literature. hampered by insufficient numbe~ to the 24th. Canned and
Samplings of these are: "The of books in publication at this packaged,' non-perishable foods
were collected along with any
Black Panthers", "Muhammed time.
monetary donations.
Speaks", "Crisis", "Journal of
On November 23, the frosh
In
order
to
encourage
a
Afr.ican History of Negro
Education", and "Race feedback from students and class prepared the turkey dinner,
Relations". In addition an actual faculty, a suggestion box has been with all the trimmings, for
count was made of 1,091 titles placed in the lobby of the library. approximately 30 senior citizens
and an estimated 600 additional Answers to any of these of the housing authority. The
volumes dealing with the fields of suggestions and complaints will be class would like to give a special
black studies and literature; for posted on the bulletin board thanks to the entire student body
and faculty at NSC for making the
example, "The American Negro: above the suggestion box.
drive a success.
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Frosh
Food Drive

Aid Summer Jobs
A new service to Newark State

College students will be in
operation during spring semester.
Through it, it is hoped that
students will gain the opportunity
to find better summer positions
and to be better prepared for
them while at the same time, the
camping
and
recreation
professions will be better served
by
the
college.
Succe~f~I
participates in . the program will
receive certificates indicating their
proficiency. The N.J. section_ of
the
American
Campmg
Association
and
Park
and
Recreation
Agencies
are
cooperating in the program.
Procedures for the program are
as follows:
1. Registration in one of four
courses offered. All courses are
interdisciplinary:
a. P.E. 3691 Environmental
Reconnaissance

This new course is designed to
give
students
a
better
understanding and knowledge of
the environment in which they
live. Resident field experiences are .
required.
b. P.E. 2592 Camping (for
non-phys. ed. majors as well as
majors)
This course provides a basic
understanding of camp operation
and an improvement in outdoor
living skills.
Resident field
experiences are required.
c. P.E. 4993 Recreation
Leadership.

This course provides a basic

understanding
of
recreation
programs and the leadership skills
needed by workers in the field. A
required field experience is
planned.
d.
P.E.
2691
Outdoor
Education
(Environ mental
Interpretation.)

This course is designed to
provide the student with a
practical procedure for integrating
environmental
knowledge,
understanding and concerns with
ongoing educational programs.
Resident field experiences are
required. (Includes recreation).
The satisfactory completion of
one of the above will be indicated
by a certificate. A fifth course
known · as P.E. 1431 Outing
option provides a background of
knowledge in specific outdoor
recreation activities. This does not
include a required resident field
.experience. While this course,
when taken alone, does not offer
a certificate it is a valuable
supplement.
2. Completion of a work
application form which indicates
student abilities, related courses
completed, and other pertinent
information.
3. Notification of camps and
recreation programs of the service
and the availability of students
who have been prepared for
positions.
4. Requests from camps and
recreation programs for notices of
available positions, to the Physical
Education Department.

Welfare
Club
Forms

The Social Welfare Club has
made its appearance on N.S.C.
C,ampus. Membership is open to
anyone interested in helping
people. One of the club's main
projects, which is still in the
planning stages is to send student
volunteers to work in the
Elizabeth
Housing Authority
Projec.t. Other programs which the
organization
sponsors
are:
Placement opportunities in social
work, graduate studies availa~le
and also speaking tours for high
school seniors, which serve to
orientate them as to the · N.S.C.
Social Welfare Major. A Big
Brothers Project, the tutoring of
children on a one-to-one basis is
conducted every Tuesday and
Thursday in Willis Hall.
For more information students
are urged to sit in on the club's
meeting, Thursday, December 2,
at 1:40 in Willis 401. Thereafter,
the Social Welfare Club meets
every other Thursday.
Education Majors for
Specialized tutoring
Grades 1-12

Must have own transportation.
Millburn and surrounding area.
Call 467-1621

Conference Rel)otf·f o·•:Students
B. to aim the student to reccommended that this program
anticipate what is expect~~ · of involve a majority of transfer
The 24th National Orientation him.
, .r
students.
Director's Conference was held
C. social events for large group . . C. In this program the stress is
this year at Oklahoma- State interaction. ~
•'••·placed on academic concerns
University, Stillwater, Okla. from
D. faculty 'interaction" in small .. 'l. faculty and liason officer
November 7.., through November group discussions. (equal basis)
·
· should be available for
12. The theriu~ . of the conference · 11 .,. PROVIDE NECESSARY
consultation.
was "Orientatiop and Today's INFORMATION
2. nec~ry information (i.e.
Student" and the main function
A. to aquaint the student with.
handbooks, catalogs) should be
was not only to ,get a good the college and its activities.
distributed.
Orientation set up buf aJso to get
1.campus tour '
·
II.
MINORITY GROUPS
more student involvemep,t. The
·, 2_. student representatives .
. A. should be orientated to the
majority of the, work was done in
available to · explain various
small groups with a daily schedule
clubs and organizations on University in • terms of their
unique needs.
· consisting of .task force SE!$ions ' campus.
1. promote black identity
and concurrent sessions.
III. RELIEVE ANXIETY
2. minimize cultural shock
The task force sessions were set
A. informal rap groups to
3.
introduce the social
up according to the size of the relieve tension.
framework of the minority
school you represent. (N.S.C. I v ·. M E A N I N G F U L
groups.
representatives attended both the A DJ UST ME N T O F T HE
four year colleges and universities INDIVIDUAL TO A NEW Ill. ACADEMIC ORIENTATION
A. Pre-registration and the
under 10,000 students and the ENVIRONMENT
Urban colleges and universities
A . to help ·· the student problems faced during this phase
where the majority of students understand ll\and appreciate the of the program was discussed. It
commute). The task of each group customs, tradition, -a nd the values served no ·relevence to our
institution.
was to hypothesize a typical of the college.
college for your category and then
B. to prevent unwise choices
plan an ideal orientation program and courses of unhappiness and IV. STUDENT LEADERS
A. Involvement of student
for that school. The concurrent maladjustments to the college and
leaders
was discussed. N.S.C. was
~ions consisted of workshops the total environment.
on: leadership training, student
C. to help the student secure the only school represented that
leaders, programs for transfer the optimum benefit from his had a student-run program, and
stud,ents, academic orientation, opportunities for individual this caused conflict with the other
conference participants. We feel
orientation for minority groups, human growth.
continuing orientation, parent · V. EMPHASIZING ACADEMIC that our greatest input was in the
area of student involvement,
orientation programs, orientation CONCERNS
theory and five pilot programs. As
A. faculty available for where we were able to convince
a result of their scheduling we consultation. (relating to majors) many administrators of the
could only attend four out of the
B. Student Council Academic importance of student
nine workshops offered. We chose Affairs Liason Officer should be involvement.
B. "As Students See It" was a
the fo II owing: trans fer available to speak informally.
orientation, minority groups,
C. clarification of academic panel discussion comprised of all
students, giving administrators the
academic orientation and student standing.
leaders.
CONCURRENT SESSION opportunity to question students
about Orientation. Lynn Pakrul
TASK FORCE SESSION ACCOMPLISHMENTS
represented Newark State on this
A C C O M P L I S H M E N TS I. TRANSFER STUDENTS
(combination of both)
A. sepai:_ate entity
the panel.
On a campus such as N.S.C. the transfer student has different
The representatives of Newark
orientation program should be run needs than the incoming freshman State College were chosen to sit
on a student volunteer basis to and therefore a separate program on the 1972 Orientation
attain the following goals:
is recommended
Director's Conference planning
I. PERSONALIZATION
B. because no one can
board, where we assisted in setting
A . summer orientation understand problems faced by the up basic goals for next years
Program for small group transfer student better than conference. The location of the
interaction between freshman and someone who has experienced 1972 conference in Jeffereson
upperclassmen.
t h es e p r ob I ems, i t is City, Missouri.
by Wanda Kolodziej &
Lynn Pakrul

0

Bar Hopping In Jersey
by Richard Yannich '73

After a hard week of study (?),
a great form of relaxation is to go
for a few drinks, hear a good
band, and dance. However, many
students feel that they are at the
age where they are too old to go
over to Staten Island and too
young to go to a Jersey bar.
RIDICULOUS - If you're old
enough to vote and fight in a war,
you're old enough to drink. New
Jersey is finally beginning to offer
some pretty good bars, so if you
have proof for 21, use it; if you
don't have proof, get it!
Some of the more mature
faction of the campus might enjoy
the Playpen Lounge located on
Rt. 35. Somewhat of an older
crowd goes here. In fact, I

NOTICE! An OUTING CLUB
is being planned for N.S.C. If
you are interested in camping,
hiking, cycling, winter sports,
canoein g
or
other
environmental and outdoor
sports contact Ben Cummings
at the Outdoor Education
Workshop in Campus School
West or any member of the
Outing or Outdoor Education
classes

sometimes wonder what is on
their minds, as it certainly ic;n't
listening to the band. The younger
people of the campus might enjoy
D'Scene on Rt. 9, which features
a fantastic lighting set-up.
Another good bar is the
Speakeasy in Bound Brook, as
they let the chicks in at 19 which,
in turn, attracts the 21 year old
guys. Of course, some girls are 15
trying to look 19 and you
sometimes get the feeling that you
are at Kiddie City. Except for that
slight problem, it would probably
make for an enjoyable evening.
For us guys right in the middle,
probably the most swinging place
to go is the Colonel's Garter,
located on Rt. 35 ..:.. two miles
south of the Edison bridge in the
northbound lane. Friday nights

UNION TOWNSHIP
DRUG ABUSE
CONTROL CENTER
Stuyvesant Ave. & Chestnut St.
..964-7080-81

Open for Walk-In Service
1:DO P.M. - 7:00 P.M.
WEEKDAYS

are simply wall-to-wall people.
For those students who would
just like to see a good band for a
change, there are many playing in
the area which I would
recommend. Thunderchicken puts
on a good show, while Salvation
(who do a great takeoff on Joe
Cocker and CSN& Y) usually
draws a good crowd. Probably one
of the hottest groups in the area is
MEGATON. The combination of
their instrumental ability along
with the vocals of lead singer
Bobby West, produce one helluva
sound.
So, this weekend instead of
just going to the usual old movie,
take your girl or go with the guys
to a Jersey bar and enjoy. It will
take your mind off school.
NOTICE • The
Outdoor
Educat ion and Outing classes
thank those who purchased
food at our recent sale in the
Student Building. Funds will
be
used
to
increase
opportunities for outing and
recreation activities on campus.
Another sale will be held soon.
Your contribution of food or
purchase will help. Contact the
Outdoor Education Workshop ,
Campus School West if you
wish to help.

?'
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Super Org
by Jan Furda and
Kathy Gurdan

During a retreat last Spring in
which faculty, students and
administrators participated, a
major topic of discussion was the
need for change in campus
governance. The result was the
initiation of the President's Task
Force on college governance
under the chairmanship of Glen
Thatches. This task forces was
started by the president as a
method to study problems and
build support for proposals The
purpose of the task force is to
bring the government system to a
workable level among faculty,
administration, and students
thereby creating a more unified
government system.
Recording secretary, Michael
Israel, defined the all college
government as a " Super Org."
modeled after the U.S. Congress
with a unicameral or one-house
set-up. This Super Org. would call

for each constituent to give up
some sovereignty to put the
" stored government" in
operation. President Weiss goes
along with the idea of
incorporating an override veto in
Super Org. This very new concept
would constitute a real strong in
the government because any and
all laws would be subject to the
override veto power of •" Super
Org."
The fifteen member committee
consists of five faculty : Glen
Thatcher, Caroline Madison ,
Catherine Gaines, Bernard
Weinstein, and Micheal Israel; five
administrators: Lawrence Doer,
Stephen Hazelton, Granger,
Benson Parks , and Charles
Longacre; and give students: Ken
Wilson, Steve Wance, Monte
Crosby, Joan Petty, and Al
Jacobowitz representing Grad
students and Leo Kantrowitz
representing night students. This
committee will start drawing-up
concrete proposals next semester.

Job Listings
for Week of Nov. 29, 1971
MALE PROCTOR FOR STUDY AREA OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
Mountainside Free Public Library
Watchung Avenue
Mountainside
Call Mrs. J. E. Chen at 233-7885
Days & Hrs.: MONDAY THRU THURSDAY EVENING, 7 to 9
pm - SATURDAY, 1 pm to 5 pm - DURING ENTIRE
SCHOOL YEAR.
Must be firm and capable of maintaining order among teenagers.
TELEPHONE SOLICITING FOR SALES DIVISION
G.A.C. Properties, Inc.
1620 Rt. 22 (east) - Near Rondo Music Center
Union
PHONE FOR INTERVIEW : Mr. R.D. Russell at 964-7200
PART TIME WORK : Minimum of 15 hrs. a week ; maxi mum of
30 hrs. a week . Place open from 3 :30 pm to 9 pm.
SALARY : $1 .75/hr. to start plus bonuses & increases.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. WILL RAIN . MUST HAVE
NICE TELEPHONE VOICE AND PLEASANT MANNE R.
Part time DRIVER for 11 -passenger bus.
Far Brook School
52 Great Hills Rd .
Short Hills
Call Mrs: Taistra at DR-9-3442
PHONE FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT.
Hrs.: 7:30 to 8 :30 am
SALARY: $4.25/hr.

3:00 to 4:00 pm
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Taxation Without
Representation
Almost 200 years ago, the Boston Tea
Party took place, through which the
colonists revolted against the unfair taxation
by their Mother country - England. Newark
State is now in the process of protesting
against the unjust assessment of a $60.
Student Teaching fee, which is levied by the
State of New Jersey.
Althouglr Student Or. is not planning to
sponsor a violent demonstration, it has taken
the inJ.tial step towards legal actions. This
issue was also presented to the Board of
Trustees which saw it as a legitimate
grievance which should be pursued.
At the November 19 Council meeting
the following resolution was passed by
consent:
Whereas: All full time day students at
Newark State College pay one hundred
and seventy-five dollars ($175.00)
tuition per semester and are entitled to a
full credit benefit return.
Whereas: The sixty dollar ($60.00) student
teaching fee for the eight (8) credit field
experience is a denial of the full credit
benefit return as covered by tuition
payment.
Be it resolved: That the students of Newark
State College shall no longer pay the
sixty dollar ($60.00) assessment for the
student teaching field experience.
Also
Whereas: The student teaching field
experience is in reality an apprenticeship
providing benefit to ·the state.
Whereas : Apprentices are traditionally paid
for their efforts. Be it resolved: That the
students of Newark State College hereby
petition the state of New Jersey for a
mm1mum payment of sixty dollars
($60.00) in return for their
apprenticeship served in the form of the
student teaching field experience.
In order to implement the above resolution , the Student Organi?'.ation
Incorporated hereby charges the' President of
Student Organization Incorporated to
initiate and facilitate appropriate legal
action.
In addition, the presidents of each class
are hereby charged to hold immediate class
meetings in order to acheive solidarity and
consider and initiate appropriate action to
implement the above resolution. The
president of the senior class shall coordinate ·
this effort.
The Editorial Staff of the
INDEPENDENT pledges their active support
of this resolution and asks for the vote of
solidarity needed to make our voices heard
in Trenton. The basic issue is: why should a
student in New Jersey be required to work a
full 35 hour week for the duration of 2
months, and have to pay for the "privilege"
of doing so?.
To the Seniors who intitated this action,
the results will come too late because their
fees will have been paid. We urge the
underclassman not to let this issue become
one of the countless others which have faded
away with time.
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Sound And Fury
No Sense

Horrorscope

Dear Editor.
I'm writing in response to
Michael Fitzgerald's "Statements"
in the last edition's SOUND AND
FURY. I personally feel that the
author hadn't exhibited any type
of sensitivity or consideration for
the Black People on NSC's
campus by intruding on the Black
Solidarity Day Program. Any
human being with an ounce of
either of those qualities in his
possession or plain old common
sense would have known better
than to come to any particular
group's commemorative program
if he wasn't a member of that
group. However, I'm still amazed
at the stupidity, disrespectfulness
and insensitivity of those "few
interested white students."
I hope that when another Day
of Black Recognition is
commemorated on NCS's campus
that those same "interested"
white students will discover that
other human beings' feelings are
more important in relation to
their own personal "interests,"
whatever they might be.
Linda M. Giles
member of Collegians for
Black Action

I am writing this letter in
response to Stan Goldstein's
article "Your Horoscope"
published in the Nov. 18 issue of
THE INDEPENDENT.
I would appreciate it if Mr.
Goldstein could clarify his
qualifications for printing such a
"cute" and "silly portrayal" of his
interpretation of horoscopes.
Obviously it was of complete
ignorance along with a sick sense
of humor which initiated him to
write it. If you, Mr. Goldstein,
had any conception of what
Astrology deals with and the work
which is involved with the study
of this science you would have
been more careful in your
choosing of topics.
Astrology has been declared a
science in the state of NY since
1912, and in many states
astrologers must have a license to
practice. At Berkely Univ. in
Calif. astrology is offered as an
acredited course. Unfortunately
the state of NJ is not as
progressive but courses at Rutgers
and Princeton are offered on
astrology. It may surprise you to
know that many professional
people are using astrology in their
work such as the famous professor
of psychology, Dr. Karl Jung.
I'm not asking you to believe
in astrology but rather to
seriously be aware of what you
know and what you don't know.
Astrology is a serious study
dealing with people's lives and
most people consider their lives
extremely precious. To be a
qualified astrologer one must have
studied the subject for years just
as one would study any other
subject matter to know it
competently. Your mocking
referring to the generality of
horoscopes in newspapers is
understandable since the
astrologers who write them are
very limited and are restricted to
generalizing within the sun signs
and transits. I would like to see
them banned from newspapers
since it does tend to distort the
image and values of astrology.
No two people are alike, each
person is an individual so how
could 12 zodiac signs encompass
the entire population of the
world? They can't, and that is
why an astrologer needs certain

Attack Clear
To the editor:
I would like to clarify my letter
"attacking" the fraternities'
"hell" week snack bar activities,
that was published in the last
issue.
I was not "attacking" all
fraternities on campus, only those
that were involved in the game
playing of that week. There are a
few which have grown up or have
a true purpose. I salute these. I
did not mean to make such a rash
generalization (o.K., Leroy?)
Peace,
Mark Hurwitz

Race Rights
My first response to the velvet
rope put across the center aisle at
the Kathy Cleaver speech was a
sociological one. I thought that
one of the fraternities had
"acquired" some rights and
unfortunately not being a member
of some such group as that, I was
excluded and forced to sit on the
side or in the back. But it went
deeper than that. No type of ID
had to be shown to get across this
rope, it all had to do with the
color of your skin.
I was angry at first but quelled
it, trying to understand the
situation from the other view·
point. My skin is not black so I
can't fully realize the frustrations
that being black can cause, but
this type of backwards behavior is
too stifling. Working towards
something, you must really want
it to happen, and believe in it. It
appears to me that the people
responsible aren't striving for
equality and the sense of identity
they so deserve. These people may
be "friends of Kathy Cleaver" but
certainly they are enemies to
themselves.
A re-evluation is needed here changes should occur wherein
everyone must incur a sense of
dignity in himself as well as other
people and work towards integrity
for all people - together.
·
Lucille Cavalla

pertinent information to
construct a "personal" horoscope
for a person. This information
consists of the place of birth, the
month, day and year and exact
time of birth, to the closest
minute for the most precise and
accurate chart which is so
important. With this information
an / astrologer will use
mathematical formulas · and
computations to locate the
placement of the planets at the
time of birth. (Incidently our
information is taken from
competent astronomers.) Then a
great deal of time is spent in
interpreting the chart of a person.
Astrology is a very beautiful study
of the relationship between man
and his environment resulting in
the trends of which a person's life
may take on. We use this study
for guidance and direction within
our lives for man has free will and
can make of his life what he wants
within the "restrictions" of his
environment.
I could write on and on about
astrology but the whole point of
this Jetter is to alert you of your
ignorance. Sometimes it is wiser
to keep quiet and let people think
you 're dumb than to open your
mouth and remove all doubt.
Thank you for allowing me to.
express myself on behalf of those
who have faith in astrology and
who do know its true value.
Gail Penny "74"
EDITOR'S NOTE: If ignorance is
bliss, dear, you must be in a state
of delirium. I shall clarify Mr.
Goldstein's qualifications for you,
since you obviously didn't quite
catch them, for writing his article.
He is an extremely articulate and
witty writer who can lampoon
about any subject he chooses. End
of qualifications.
One other point, astrology is
NOT, I repeat, NOT considered a
science by the majority of
scientifically minded individuals
in this country. Its origins
(scientific ones) are debatable.
Most institutions of higher
learning ignore it. Whether this is
justifiable or not is not for me to
say, that's the way things are.
Your criticisms of the article in
question seemed to me to be quite
insane. If one can't laugh at one's
own beliefs when intelligently
satirized, it's time to hang it up.
{Continued on Page 10)
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The Prison
By Mal Marti n
How does a prison operate?
It operates with the idea that
when it has a person's body it has
his entire being - since t he whole
cannot be greater than the sum of
its parts. They (the racist court
system) put the body in a cell ,
and seem to get some sense of
relief and security from that fact.
The idea of prison victory then is
that when the person in jail begins
to act, think and believe the way
they want him to, then they have
won the battle and the prisoner's
then "rehabilitated." But this
cannot be the case because those ·
who operate the prisons, have
failed to examine their own
beliefs thoroughly and they fail to
understand the types of people
t h.e y at t e mp t to cont rol.
Therefore, even when the prison
thinks it has won the victory,
there is no victory.
_There are two types of
prisoners. The largest number are
those who accept t he legitimacy
of the assumptions upon which
the society is based. They wish to
a cquire the same goals as
everybody else, money, power,
and conspicuous consumption. In
order to do so, however, they
adopt technuques and methods
which the society has defined as
illegi t imat e. Wh en t hi s is
discovered such people are put in
jail. The y may b e called
'' i Ilegitimate capitalists" since
their aim is to acquire everything
this capitalistic society defines as
legitimate. The second type of
prisoner is the one who rejects the
legitimacy of the assumptions
upon which the society is based.
He arques that the people at the
bottom of society are exploited
for the profit and advantage of
those at the top. Thus, the
oppressed exist and will always be
used to maintain the privileged
status of the exploiters. There is
no dignity in either exploiting or
being exploited. Although this
system may make the society
function at a high level of
technological efficiency, it is an
illegitimate system, since it is
based upon the suffering of
humans who are as worthy and as
dignified as those who do not
suffer. Thus, the second type of
prisoner says that the society is
corrupt and must be overthrown.
The second type of prisoner is a
political prisoner. They do not
accept the legitimacy of the
society and cannot participate in
its corrupting exploitation,
whether they are in the prison, in
an university or on the block.
The prison cannot gain a
victory over either type of
prisoner no matter how it tries.
The "illegitimate capitalist"
recognizes that if he plays the
game the prison wants him to
play, he will have his time reduced
and be released to continue his
activities. Therefore, he is willing
to go through the prison programs
and do the things he is told.

They cannot gain a victory
over the political prisoner because
he has nothing to be rehabilitated
from or to. He refuses to accept
the legitimacy of the system and
refuses to participate. To
participate, is to admit that the
society is legitimate because of its

exploitation of the oppressed.
This is the idea which the political
prisoner does not accept; this is
the idea for which he has been
imprisoned ; and this is the reason
why he cannot cooperate with the
system. The political prisoner will ,
in fact, serve his time just as will
the " illegitimate capitalist". Yet
the idea which motivated and
sustained the political prisoner
rests in the peopl e, all the prison
has is a body.
Here at Newark State we are in
a somewhat similar sit uation. If
we are "good niggers" and allow
ourselves to be programmed to
accept a passive role in this racist
educational system , we will be
re warded by being allowed to
continue our so-called education
and receive certain credentials.
Sorry, Dr. Weiss, Dean Parks and
others, a growing number of us,
t hanks in part to community
organizations such as: United
Liberation Front, Black Panther
Party and the Rainbow Coalition,
are not willing to stay in your
trick bag. We will not stay passive
and submissive. We will fight for
liberation and dignity on the
campus. One way or another we
will achieve our objectives.
The dignity and beauty of a
Black man rests in his liberation
spiri t which makes him more than
simply a physical being. This spiri t
will never be suppressed by white
racist America nor our school
administration. As long as our
people recognize the beauty and
power of their liberation spirit
and move against suppression and
exploitation, we will be carrying
out one of the most beautiful and
powerful ideas
f all time.
Because the human whole is much
greater than the sum of its parts,
the ideas will al ways be among the
people. The prison cannot be
victorious because walls, bars,
guards , and Gover11or
Roe kerfeller, the butcher of
Attica, cannot conquer or hold
down an idea. Likewise the racism
that exists at Newark State will
not be victorious. Furthermore,
we the Black students in the
vangard, with a little help from
our friends, will do everything
necessary to end the oppressive
conditions on this campus. Power
to the People!
Umojo Makono

who once worked with ex-Spooky
Tooth Gary Wright, has a sound
that incorporates a bit of.folk and
a bit of rock. Sometimes it comes
off, sometimes it doesn't.
It's an unusual album because
after looking at the musical
c redits (which includes Russ
Kunkel, David Spinozza, and Lee
Sklar), it's surprising to find most
of the songs dominated by
acoustic guitar and gentle lyrics.
Carroll writes well and sings with
a good deal of grace. His
composition are a lot of fun to
listen to, especially ones like " I
Don't Know", a cut that can only
be categorized at programmed
crudeness. He throws in a snatches
of everything, old blues, social
awareness lyrics , and the
aforementioned folk-rock bit.
A standout on the album is
"Save Me," ( no relation to the
Dave Dee, Mickey, Beaky and
Tish singe! of a few years back) ,
by Mal Martin
which has mother Earth as the
The United States Constitution
speaker. Songs like this usually
declares that all citizens have the
don't come off, but Carroll does it
right to bear arms for their own
and does it with ease. Who can
defense. Personally I believe the
ignore the plea of the earth to it's
best defense is to be on the
god "Lord I'm runnin' down /
offense. Attack the pigs before
Sure I'm tired of livin'/ Livin' by
they attack you. However, I call
the sun / Times I get to feelin' I'm
to your attention pending
the only one/ I have just been
legislation sponsored by Senator
wonderin'/ If you could please/
Tydings of Maryland which is
Send the final thunder/ Give me
aimed at keeping the Black People
my peace." Jesus, just thinking
disarmed and powerless at the
about that makes me feel, well,
very same time that well armed
AWE. The song ends with the
racist police agencies throughout
earth pleading "Save me" over
the country are intensifying the .
and over.
terror, brutality, murder and
Although uneven in spots,
repression of Third World Peoples,
Carroll's debut record is a strong
If yo~ can get by the entry, and shows flashes of genius
Blacks in particular.
At the same time that the incredibly idiotic cover of Jim that really could develop into
American government is waging a Carroll's debut album (A&M), you super nova proportions.
racist war of genocide in Vietnam, may be surprised to find a strange,
David Blue is the
the concentration camps in which disjointed , and occasionally
defightful piece of work. Carroll, personification of ~he musical
(Continued on Page 6)

Guns

by Martin Egan
Spencer Davis, renowned
leader of the now defunct Spencer
Davis Group, has joined forces
with another fine guitarist Peter
Jameson ·and has come up with a
very very enjoyable album.
The material, most of which
was composed by Davis is on the
light side, very flowing, and
possesses very memorable lyrical
melodies. As well as composing,
Davis does the majority of the
singing, along with playing six and
twelve string guitar, electric
guitar, auto harpsichord and harp.
Jameson supplies the vocal
harmonies and contributes
musically by playing six and
twelve string guitar and
bottleneck. As far as bass goes,
they just use basic patterns played
on string bass or soft electric
other than guitars and bass, drums
are used on only one cut and
piano on one.
The songs are sweet, concise,
well arranged and Davis' meek
innocent voice round them out
very nicely.
If you an find the album (not
too many stores carry it) and
some extra bread, it is definitely a
worthwhile investment and should
make for some very enjoyable
listening.

Carrol
And Blue

understatement. Hi s latest,
STORIES ( As y lum ) is an
excellent record for people who
remember the days when Dylan ,
Van Ronk, Paxton, Rush, and all
the other folk balladeers ruled
supreme. Blue is a minstrel
slightly behind the times, a writer
of new songs that are old. In
short, he is a performer radiating a
certain warmth that is not found a
lot today. He has all the markings
of greatness.
Blue, in his breathy mellow
tones, sings of things he's felt
directly. No c,leas for world peace,
or political ends, or anything
mammoth. Just people songs,
feeling songs. The kind of songs
you have to listen to, you 're
forced to listen to. The words.
You find yourself very quickly
nodding with agreement, yeah,
that's just how it is.
Blue comes across very low
key, just like folks in the early
sixties did. Sometimes there's an
electric guitar, more often not.
Acoustic guitar, piano, bass,
drums . • . that's it for the most
part. There's no way you can miss
Blue's voice, or aviod it, it's right
there in the middle. It's directed
at you.
Always simple, direct. The
following is from "Looking For A
Friend;" "There is a lady in my
neighborhood/I go and see
sometimes when I'm not feeling
good/ Together we watch other •
people on the street/But we
always see someone we would like
to meet/It's not easy to make a
new friend/To get next to a
stranger and take him in/You
want to know them/You want to
touch/Sometimes you slip and
reveal too much/Looking for a
friend/Looking for a good
friend ."
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A Thanksgiving Tale
Patti Ann Lee

power structure of America to
right the wrongs which have
Japanese Americans were interned historically been perpetuated
during World War 2 are being against Black people. All of these
renovated and expanded. Since efforts have been answered by
America has historically reserved more repression, deceit, and
the most barbaric treatment for hypocrisy. As the aggression of
non-white people, I'm forced to the racist American government
conclude that these concentration escalates in South East Asia, the
,camps are being prepared for police agencies of America
Black people who are determined escalate the repression of Black
to gain their freedom by any people throughout the ghettos of
means necessary. The enslavement America. Vicious police dogs,
of Black people from the very cattle prods, scientific gadgetry
beginning of this country, the .and · increased use of storm
genocide practiced on the trooper like tactical patrols have
American Indians and the become familiar sights in Black
confining of the survivors on communities. City Hall turns a
reservations, the savage lynching deaf ear to the pleas of Black
of thousands of Black men and people for relief from this
women, the dropping of atomic increasing terror.
bombs on Hiroshima and
The time has come for Black
Nagasaki, and now the cowardly · people to arm themselves against
massacre in Vietnam, all testify to this terror before it is too late.
the fact that towards people of The pending gun legislation brings
color the racist power structure of the hour of doom one step nearer.
America has but one policy, A people who have suffered so
repression, exploitation, terror much for so long at the hands of a
and genocide. This is one-reason racist society must draw the line
why I referred to the white somewhere. Black communities of
students who were present at the America must rise up as one man
Black Solidarity ceremonies as my to halt the progression of a trend
enemy. Not any specific white that leads inevitably to their total
person on this campus, but the destruction. Arm yourself or harm
fucked up white racist society in yourself brothers and sisters.
And to my fellow student Mr.
general and those in the power
Michael Fitzgerald; Yes I do have
positions.
my shit together, baby, and I will
Black people have begged, not hesitate to use it either.
prayed, petitioned, demonstrated
UMOJO MAKONO
and evervthing else to get the
(Continued fro m Page 5)

BS From

'73
The Executive Board of the
Junior Class met during free hour
Nov. 18 to discuss the up-coming
Christmas benefit for Sickle Cell
Anemia and the Junior Prom.
The Junior Prom will be at the
Manor on April 14, further details
and bids will be sold before Easter
Vacation.
The ground-work for the prom
is beginning with the formation of
various committess at the present
time. The over-all Prom
co-ordinator is the class treasurer,
Bill Bruno. Mr. Bruno is looking
for people to serve on these
committees - if you 're interested
please contact him through the
class mailbox No. 002. The Jr.
Class cannot promise
complimentary bids for those who
do serve on the committees due to
the Student Organization
clamp-down on funds.

FOUND!Three rings in
4th floor
Ladies Room
(Willis Hall)
on Wednesday,

Nov. 24,

The Junior Class extends a
"job well done" to Preseident
Brian MoJlay of the freshman class
for the Thanksgiving food drive.

To Claim
Call 382-9230.
(ask for Janet.)

shall be yearly and perpetually
kept holy as a day of thanksgiving
to Almighty God. " And so, when
the colonists stepped ashore, they
knelt below the pines and gave
thanks in a brief religious servic·e.
This se r vice c ould . b e
considered the firs t official
Thanksgiving in America. For two
more years, these colonists
celebrated Thanksgiving but in
1622 they were wiped out by an
Indian massacre. Their ceremony
was entirely religious and was
derived from the English harvest
- home festivals. When we the
pilgrims celebrated it was both
solemn and social.
I ndependent: Well when did we
start to celebrate nationally?
Pilgrim: Later in 1789 George
Washington proclaimed the first
" official" Thanksgiving as a
national holiday. But he and later
Adams and Maidson , also
proclaimed other national days of
Thanksgiving for special
occasions.
In 1863, in the midst of the
Civil War, Thanksgiving became an
annually celebrated national
holiday . President Lincoln made
the Thanksgiving Day
proclamation, and every President
since him has set a Thursday in
November as Thanksgiving Day.
President Kennedy was the
first to acknowledge Virginia's
righ t to share the historic
spotlight . with Massachusetts on
that day. In an official
proclamation in 1962, President
Kennedy remarked :
"Over three centuries ago, our
forefathers in Virginia and
Massachusettes, far from home in

On The Pegs
The modern crash helmet is
either made of a polycarbonate or
fiberglass outside and a padded
liner inside. The polycarbonate
flexs with the blow and transmits
it over the entire area of the
helmet and then into the liner.
The fiberglass absorbs the blow by
progressivly destroying the layers
of fiberglass, and with the liner,
mrn1mi z es injury. Both are
excellent and work well, though
the older fiberglass method gives
you a heavier helmet in total
weight. (I personally use a
fiberglass one, though I have used
the other.)
There are two tests for helmet
quality in absorbing blows
properly. These are used to obtain
· safety approval. They are the Z90
test, which is the usual test
Of course, people will argue needed for state inspection
back, "You can break your neck approval in most of the U.S. (N .J.
falling down the stairs or slipping included), and the higher
in the shower. You have to live standard, the Snell test.
life on a 'limited risk' policy,
The only problem is that there
don't you ." That's right, "limited are not enough federal consumer
risk" , not stupidity. Just multiply policing laws on these testings.
the height by the velocity of a Manufacturers could get away
bike traveling at a reasonable with (and sometimes do) making
street or even trail speed. You their own Z90 stamps and putting
figure the odds on survival them in their helmets without
unprotected. Biking is dangerous testing them, then releasing
enough without taking more untested and possibly, if not
chances. (Just look, 72% of auto probably, unfit helmets to the
crash injuries occur tothe head.) public. So don't go for that
Helme t s are designed to bargain deal, unless you know the
protect your brain (yes, we all brand. (As you 've probably have
have one, though, sometimes I guessed the dealers have no idea
wonder) from damage from the what is going on at the factory,
deceleration during impact. The most of the time.) So try to stick
amount of force and the duration to the major known brand names,
are key elements in the amount of for example, Grant or Bell.
injury sustained. A steel helmet in
Co nstitutionalists yell that
a crash is no good because the helmet laws infringe on - the
skull would remain intact but the citizens' rights and freedoms. Well
concussion would kill you.
(Continu ed on Page 14)
by Mark Hurwitz

There will be no Christmas
decorations put up by the Jt.
Class due to a negative response in
answer to the previous "B.S."
article. No one submitted their
name to form such a committee.
The nex t executive board .
meeting will be free hour on Dec.
2 in the Student Org comples.
Until then, if there is any Junior
Class member with a problem
concerning the Cl~ of '73
contact the president, Steve Band.

The other morning as I was
stumbling through the fog fro m
the parking lot to my first period
class, and t hinking of the 22
pound turkey we had ordered the
night before, I saw a pair of shiny
buckled shoes walking ahead of
me on the gravel path. Wondering
if this was the new fall fashion, I
gazed from his shoes up, only to
behold a · large pilgrim hat upon
his head.
Being the curious reporter that
I am, I approached this stranger .
and began a conversation:
Independent: Am I dreaming or
are you really here? You 're a
pilgrim!
Pilgrim : · Yes, I'm a pilgrim and
I've come back to tell the story of
Thanksgiving.
Independent: Why have you
chosen me to tell this story to?
Pilgrim: As a reporter you can tell
my story in today 's language,
dropping all the thee's and thou's.
Independent: Wow.
Pilgrim: The tale actually begins
one year before my friends and I
landed in Plymouth,
Massachusetts. In early December
1619 a small ship called the
Margaret, commanded by Captain
John Woodlief, landed on the
shore of a river near the English
colony of Jamestown, Virginia.
There were 39 people aboard and
brought with them a charter from
the Virginia Company of London
assigning 100 acres along the
James River to four of the men in
the party.
The first item in their charter
said that the day of their landing
"a t the assigned place for
plantacon in the land of Virginia

Now I'm afraid I'm going to
step on some toes but I don't give
a good goddamn. The subject is
too important to play footsee
with. Its the controversial helmet
laws. (I can hear it out there now,
" Oh. no, here it goes again! " - so
quit moaning, shut up and listen!)
Helmets are suppose to protect
the human skull and brain against
impact in case of a fall. Tests
show that a fall of 32" to 36" is
enough to cause fatal damage.
When a kid rides a bicycle his
head is way higher than that. Here
on campus, we were all schocked
by the tragic death of a friend ,
who fell off a bicycle (except
maybe some racers) but maybe
they should.

a lonely wilderness set aside a
time of Thanksgiving. On the
appointed day they gave reverent
thanks for t heir safety, for the
health of their children, for the
fertili ty of their fields, for the
love which bound them together
and for the faith which united
them with their God."
And so that is my story of how
Thanksgiving has come to be
celebrated.
Independent: That sure is great. I
never really knew much about
Thanksgiving except for the
Pilgrims and INdians.
Pilgrim: Well now you know there
is much more to it. So please tell
your friends my tale and wish
them all a Happy and Blessed
Thanksgiving .
Independent : Yes, and Happy
Thanksgiving to you.

BRUTE'S
BACK

AND
lndependent's
GOT
HIM!

That odor
uour shower
can't stou...
we'll stop

Free

.. .with a Norforms :\-lini-Pack
free for vou! Showering 's
great - htil ii c:a n ·t s lop the
emharrassing fominim? odor
that starts internally. where
soap-and-w aler can 't reach .
Thafs wh v we w,mt to s1md
you a fre e mini-pack of doctorlested Norf't, rms . lh!) in te rn al
dcodorn11t '. "

Just insert on e tiny Nurfurms
Suppository. It kills bac teria
inside the vaginal tract.. .stops
odor fflst fo r hours . Y1?!
Norforms are so easy and safe
to insert. No shower. no spray.
not even douching. protects
you the way Norforms do.

1fi
C'.. ;j
FRh'E NORFORMS MINI-PACK
plus bookl e t! Write : Norwich
Phannacal Co .. Dept .·CN-A. Norwich . N.Y. 13815. Enclose 25¢ to
cover mailing and handling .
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street _ __ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ Zip,_ _ __
Don 't fol'llel your zip code

. . . Norwich Products Division
• P The Norwich Phannacal Co.

OVERSEAS .OBS
FOR STUDENTS
Au stralia , Europe, S . America,
Africa, etc, All pr o fessions and
occupat ions,
$700
to
$3,000
monthly . Expenses paid, overtime,
sightseeing, Free information Write, Jobs Overseas, Dept. HG.
Box 15071, San Diego, CA . 92115

Campus
Security
Flounders
by Frank lmbriaco
We have all, at one time or
another, been guilty of accusing
the campus security and
maintenance for doing a
thoroughly rotten job.
SurP,risingly, with little
investigating effort on behalf of
myself, I was able to come upon
several answers. Several weeks
past, I decided to visit the library
on campus for some research
material. While entering the lot,
the security patrol jeep, a 1969
model, turned in before me.
Apparently, I had not missed his
directional signals because he
failed to give them, but a quick
glance showed that the truck had
no signal or break lights, a broken
rear window, and a thoroughly
ragged overall appearance. How in
hell can the state subject you to
inspection and in the same breath
issue this rolling piece of crap for
security patrol on campus?
When returning to my car, I
·noticed not a single security guard
in sight. Have we forgotten the
rapes and muggings of the not too
distant past? On my way out I hit
a pothole big enough to swallow a
V.W., and then profanity became
the call of the moment.
Several days past, it was
decided to tap one possible
source, the guard house. If morale
was any lower here, it would
probably liquidate and roll off
into the sewers on either side of
the guard house. Ever try to
concentrate on doing something
when you're freezing your butt?
Yeah, these guys are still wearing
their summer threads because the
state, in an effort to curb
spending, decided winter uniforms
weren't all that necessary. The
force is altogether understaffed
with only 19 full-time men, and
needless to say, if it weren't for
the volunteer service put in by
students, the campus would be
minus a security force at certain
hours of the day. One student in
particular, by the name of Garrett
goes here full-time days and
stands the security post for the
midnight shift.
Trouble recently ensued
between the administration and
guards over the number of sick
days allotted to each security
officer. The school felt that if
guards were given as many sick
days as in the past, they would
take the opportunity to use all of
them for side jobs. After arguing
their plight and failing to receive
proper negotiations, several
officers left. Due to the shortage
created by these walk outs, the
school placed the remaining crew
on a rotating 12 hour basis. This
time, three experienced officers
had to go because they had other
jobs conflicting with the new 12
hour schedule. The force
continues to dvindle and, as a
result, security slackens and the
safety of every person and vehicle
is jeopardized. The guards now
have a lawyer to fight for their
cause, but, the school seems
indifferent. Presently, we have the
need for at least 36 security
officers to offer a somewhat
decent level of protection to all
on campus. Some guards, in an
effort to improve themselves,
requested further training at Sea
Girt Academy , but the school
(Continued on Page l 0)
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AL MALAWKA
Dateline: East Brunswick
I am busily transferring my
thoughts onto this paper via my
ball point pen. Sitting in the
Faculty Lounge at Churchill Jr.
High School is probably not the
best place to do so. (As you can
guess, I'm out student teaching).
Being divorced from "College
life" has in itself given me time to
reflect on past and current issues
without necessarily becoming
hung-up on academia.
One of the first things that I
haye noted here is that the
behavioral patterns of some of my
students is much akin to that of
YOU, my college-aged peers. We
have the "laugher" the
"braggard," and above all the
"phony intellectual." The last is
the one who does indeed share
some qualities found quite
commonly among you. What's
truly amazing about the situation
is that you both share the same
net result - everyone knows
you 're full of bull, but they just
let you slide by spewing out your
mundane rhetorical dung.
Here thought is actually a part
of the growing process. In college,
howev er, it seems to be a
remnant. I won't mention you by
name, because you know who you
are and what you are (hopefully).
I also want to take the time
and try not to forget to state that
this school (Churchill) is quite

simply a really nice pla.:e to be. I
know that many of my reader's
(If I have any left) probably don't
actually care to know about this
fact. Well, I'm sorry. Perhaps it is
just my personal feelings coming
into play, but I whole-heartedly
recommend Churchill II Jr. High as
THE place to Student Teach as the
teachers here are all quite fantastic
p e o p I e ( esp e c i a 11 y ·m y
ninth grade English team). Yes,
Virginia this is a "progressive"
school!
On one hand, I've stated that I
thoroughly enjoy it here, but on
the other hand I also miss Newark
State somewhat. Not no much the
buildings (how can you miss a
building?) but a few students with
whom I've become very well
aquainted with. Again (as hard as
it maybe for some of my readers
to believe), I do indeed have
friends. I won't mention them by
name, mainly because they know
who they are. (Dana,
Independent, Harold, Bob Gene,
Pat & Linda, Don etc.) To all
those whose names I didn't
mention, my apologies. (Space
technicalities)
Well, that's it from this end.
Keep them nice hate letters rolling
•n - I get a kick out of them.
Remember me as a good thing.
PS Billy is enjoying Student
teaching in Newark. What can I
say? I dig my school. (Keep in
touch!")

Review

Thanksgiving
by Lois Mattson
Thanksgiving, by Robert Jordan,
E.P. Dutton, New York, 374pp.
$6.95
In the past year, one rarely
hears talk among students of "the
revolution." It seems that this,
along with the peace sign and
"right on'' have been recognized
as Madison Avenue patents, and
the whole thing becomes a little
trite and dull. For these reasons, I
am always surprised when
someone takes all of this
seriously, especially enough to
write a book!
Thanksgiving concerns five
charming college students, (all of
them _from Ivy League or the like,
just to let you know where their
heads are at.) These students have
purpose: to let the world know of
their anger and disilusionment
with man. Now if you think this
over for a minute or two I'm sure
you'll find, as our five friends did,
that the best way to express this
anger would be to blow up the
Amagansett Country Club! This
move would obviously be a
gesture toward all of the
wealthiest, upper-middle class
establishment - who see the
explosion as a sign and thus
change their wicked ways - get
it?
.
But of course even the best laid
plans will fail. The five friends,
Chris, Eric, Peter Elinor and Linda
had quite alot of personal strife.
The sexual problems were
disturbing (but torrid and their
individual morals were always
getting in the way. Elinor was
especially guilty of the latter
problem. Amagansett, being her

home town, she found it difficult
to hurt the people in any way. It
was Elinor, perhaps the most
believable of all the characters,
who adds the final "twist" to the
story, although at that point I was
too bored to care.
After finishing the book, I
found it necessary to give some
thought to the title - why
Thanksgiving Day was set for· the
bombing. I assume Mr. Jordan is
showing us the real hypocrisy, all
of the wealthy people having a
special thanksgiving celebration at
their exclusive club with nary a
thought of the holiday. This idea
is heavy enough and probably
would have come out alot stronger
minus a few Che Guevara posters
and revolutionary slogans.

THE 50's ARE
''N IFTIE" MOM
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
HAPPY 32nd
ANN IVER SARY
MOM AND DAD
LOVE,
THE BABY

PART I:
BRUTE BALLINGHAM,
HEAVY DETECTIVE
Lance Rod
The sun's1ays plodded through
the dirty window where BRUTE
BALLING HAM - PRIVATE EYE
FOR HIRE was branded. Behind
an expansive oak desk sat the
gigantic frame, the hulking mass
of Brute himself. Downstairs the
hamming clang of the Tiko-Bra
Slaughterhouse's massive, metalic
death machine shot up to his ears.
Brute stirred and the office
reflected his wide movements
with a stir of dust.
"Moolata come here," Brute
grunted into his diminutive office
intercom . Brute's head pounded
with the recent developments of
the case of the stolen sub-atomic
particles taken from Camp
Kilmer.
The shapely figure of Moolata
appeared in the room . Her sultry
eyes swam with mascara. Brute
stood gazing out the fogged panes
at the city he called his own. He
knew in the darkness of his soul
that soon he would have to walk
again in that concrete jungle
below him. Brute sighed. Moolata
had to gasp ; her thrusting breasts
quivered.
Brute's tendon twisting arm
swung around the room and
attached itself to the small of her
back like the tentacle of some
denizen of the deep. Moolata was
drawn across the room knowing
full well that Brute was in need of
her again.
"Moolata," he rasped. The
drapes shook as Brute drew
Moolata closer to him . His pulpy
digits massaged her back. She
heard the familiar rip of her satin
blouse. She could feel the salty
sweat dripping from Brute's
pulsating forehead. She could feel

the rhythm of all times, all
women, thumping in her body .
Her Latin loins ached with love.
Brute brought his gaping oral
cavity into close proximity to her
moist lips. She c0uld see a piece
of burnt onion between his gums.
The telephone sitting on the
giga.ntic desk shook again .
Moolata groaned uneasily. Brute
thrust her across the room as his
hand went for the phone.
On another side of the
metropolis in a small, urine
soaked phone booth Ernie " the
stoolie" stood stunted in silence.
"Mr. Ball-Ball-Ballingham," he
stuttered. "Yes," answered Brute.
The miserable figure rattled with
the resonance of Brute's vocal
chords.
Fou r-f our-four-fou·r o'clock.
By Man-Man-Manny's pool h-hall,"
said Ernie.
"Got-cha Scum," bounded
Brute's voice as he pushed the
phone, small in his hand, back
into its cradle.
Ernie shifted his eye. TI1e other
eye, made of glass, stared into his
reflection in the booth. Ernie
knew that Brute would leave the
bottles of Aqua-Velva in payment
for the inlormauon uuder the
steps near his haunt.
Brute stepped over Moolata,
still writhing on the noor, and
into the hall. He rushed into the
meat elevator hurling the hunks of
beef out as he did so. The steel
door closed leaving Brute alone to
his thoughts and the stink of dried
blood on the floor. He felt an
unfamiliar jolt, the elevator was
rushing headlong down the shaft
to the cracked pavement below.
The wailing of cows thundered in
his ears. Brute knew something
was wrong.
"To be continued"
NEXT WEEK: PART II

Students Sponsor
Olympics Fund
"TAMS", the Physical
Education Majors' professional
club at Newark State is currently
involved in an Olympic Fund
Raising campaign on the campus
and in local communities in an
effort to help raise funds to
support the 1972 United States
Olympic Teams.
Co-chairmen of this drive are
Maryanne Ferrara and David
Combs both NSC students. A goal
of $5,000 has been set by the
Newark State group. They also
hope to initiate similar fund drives
in local high schools towards
supporting the Olympic Teams.
While most of the money raised
will come from the purchasing of
Olympic Decals, an assortment of
tie tacks, bracelets, wall plaques
and Olympic yearbooks are also
available to contributors.
In addition to the co-chairmen
of the Newark State fund-raising
effort, assistance is being supplied
by David W. Brown, Fund Raising

Chairman for the U.S. Olympic
Committee, Miss Dolores Shiposh,
assistant professor of physical
education and adviser to TAMS
and Mrs . Patricia Nugent,
President of the TAMS
organization.
Further information
concerning the "TAMS" Olympic
Fund Drive may be obtained by
contacting Miss Shiposh in the
Health and Physical Education
Department.

Thanx 4 the
Champagne (hie!)
Thanx 4 the Wine (hie!)
Thanx 4 the Owls (hoot!)
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Campus
Security
Flounders
by Frank lmbriaco

We have all, at one time or
another, been guilty of accusing
the campus security and
maintenance for doing a
thoroughly rotten job.
Sur(?risingly, with little
investigating effort on behalf of
myself, I was able to come upon
several answers. Several weeks
past, I decided to visit the library
on campus for some research
material. While entering the lot,
the security patrol jeep, a 1969
model, turned in before me.
Apparently, I had not missed his
directional signals because he
failed to give them, but a quick
glance showed that the truck had
no signal or break lights, a broken
rear window, and a thoroughly
ragged overall appearance. How in
hell can the state subject you to
inspection and in the same breath
issue this rolling piece of crap for
security patrol on campus?
When returning to my car, I
·noticed not a single security guard
in sight. Have we forgotten the
rapes and muggings of the not too
distant past? On my way out I hit
a pothole big enough to swallow a
V.W., and then profanity became
the call of the moment.
Several days past, it was
decided to tap one possible
source, the guard house. If morale
was any lower here, it woul d
probably liquidate and roll off
into the sewers on either side of
the guard house. Ever try to
concentrate on doing something
when you're freezing your butt?
Yeah, these guys are still wearing
their summer threads because the
state, in an effort to curb
spending, decided winter uniforms
weren't all that necessary. The
force is altogether understaffed
with only 19 full-time men, and
needless to say, if it weren't for
the volunteer service put in by
students, the campus would be
minus a security force at certain
hours of the day. One student in
particular, by the name of Garrett
goes here full-time days and
stands the security post for the
midnight shift.
Trouble recently ensued
between the administration and
guards over the number of sick
days allotted to each security
officer. The school felt that if
guards were given as many sick
days as in the past, they would
take the opportunity to use all of
them for side jobs. After arguing
their plight and failing to receive
proper negotiations, several
officers left. Due to the shortage
created by these walk outs, the
school placed the remaining crew
on a rotating 12 hour basis. This
time, three experienced officers
had to go because they had other
jobs conflicting with the new 12
hour schedule. The force
continues to dwndle and, as a
result, security slackens and the
safety of every person and vehicle
is jeopardized. The guards now
have a lawyer to fight for their
cause, but, the school seems
indifferent. Presently, we have the
need for at least 36 security
officers to offer a somewhat
decent level of protection to all
on campus. Some guards, in an
effort to improve themselves,
requested further training at Sea
Girt Academy , but the school
(Continued on Page I 0)

AL MALAWKA

Dateline: East Brunswick
I am busily transferring my
thoughts onto this paper via my
ball point pen. Sitting in the
Faculty Lounge at Churchill Jr.
High School is probably not the
best place to do so. (As you can
guess, I'm out student teaching).
Being divorced from "College
life" has in itself given me time to
reflect on past and current issues
without necessarily becoming
hung-up on academia.
One of the first things that I
have noted here is that the
behavioral patterns of some of my
students is much akin to that of
YOU, my college-aged peers. We
have the "laugher" the
"braggard," and above all the
"phony intellectual." The last is
the one who does indeed share
some qualities found quite
commonly among you. What's
truly amazing about the situation
is that you both share the same
net result - everyone knows
you 're full of bull, but they just
let you slide by spewing out your
mundane rhetorical dung.
Here thought is actually a part
of the growing process. In college,
howev er, it seems to be a
remnant. I won't mention you by
name, because you know who you
are and what you are (hopefully).
I also want to take the time
and try not to forget to state that
this school (Churchill) is quite

simply a really nice place to be. I
know that many of my reader's
(If I have any left) probably don't
actually care to know about this
fact. Well, I'm sorry. Perhaps it is
just my personal feelings coming
into play, but I whole-heartedly
recommend Churchill II Jr. High as
THE place to Student Teach as the
teachers here are all quite fantastic
people (especially my
ninth grade English team). Yes,
Virginia this is a "progressive"
school!
On one hand, I've stated that I
thoroughly enjoy it here, but on
the other hand I also miss Newark
State somewhat. Not no much the
buildings (how can you miss a
building?) but a few students with
whom I've become very well
aquainted with. Again (as hard as
it maybe for some of my readers
to believe), I do indeed have
friends. I won't mention them by
name, mainly because they know
who they are. (Dana,
Independent, Harold, Bob Gene,
Pat & Linda, Don etc.) To all
those whose names I didn't
mention, my apologies. (Space
technicalities)
Well, that's it from this end.
Keep them nice hate letters rolling
•n - I get a kick out of them.
Remember me as a good thing.
PS Billy is enjoying Student
teaching in Newark. What can I
say? I dig my school. (Keep in
touch!")

Review

Thanksgiving
by Lois Mattson
Thanksgiving, by Robert Jordan,
E.P. Dutton, New York, 374pp.
$6.95
In the past year, one rarely
hears talk among students of "the
revolution." It seems that this,
along with the peace sign and
" right on" have been recognized
as Madison Avenue patents, and
the whole thing becomes a little
trite and dull. For these reasons, I
am always surprised when
someone takes all of this
seriously, especially enough to
write a book!
Thanksgiving · concerns five
charming college students, (all of
them _from Ivy League or the like,
just to let you know where their
heads are at.) These students have
purpose: to let the world know of
their anger and disilusionment
with man. Now if you think this
over for a minute or two I'm sure
you'll find, as our five friends did,
that the best way to express this
anger would be to blow up the
Amagansett Country Club! This
!JlOVe would obviously be a
gesture toward all of the
wealthiest, upper-middle class
establishment - who see the
explosion as a sign and thus
change their wicked ways - get
it?
.

But of course even the best laid
plans will fail. The five friends,
Chris, Eric, Peter Elinor and Linda
had quite alot of personal strife.
The sexual problems were
disturbing (but torrid and their
individual morals were always
getting in the way. Elinor was
especially guilty of the latter
problem. Amagansett, being her

home town, she found it difficult
to hurt the people in any way . It
was Elinor, perhaps the most
believable of all the characters,
who adds the final "twist" to the
story, although at that point I was
too bored to care ,
After finishing the book, I
found it necessary to give some
thought to the title - why
Thanksgiving Day was set for· the
bombing. I assume Mr. Jordan is
showing us the real hypocrisy , all
of the wealthy people having a
special thanksgiving celebration at
their exclusive club with nary a
thought of the holiday. This idea
is heavy enough and probably
would have come out alot stronger
minus a few Che Guevara posters
and revolutionary slogans.
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PART I:
BRUTE BA LLI NG HAM,
HEAVY DETECTI V E

Lance Rod
The sun's1ays plodded through
the dirty window where BRUTE
BALLING HAM - PRIVATE EYE
FOR HIRE was branded. Behind
an expansjve oak desk sat the
gigantic frame, the hulking mass
of Brute himself. Downstairs the
hamming clang of the Tiko-Bra
Slaughterhouse's massive, metalic
death machine shot up to his ears.
Brute stirred and the office
reflected his wide movements
with a stir of dust.
"Moolata come here," Brute
grunted into his diminutive office
intercom . Brute's head pounded
with the recent developments of
the case of the stolen sub-atomic
particl es taken from Camp
Kilmer.
The shapely figure of Moolata
appeared in the room. Her sultry
eyes swam with mascara. Brute
stood gazing out the fogged panes
at the city he called his own. He
knew in the darkness of his soul
that soon he would have to walk
again in that concrete jungle
below him . Brute sighed. Moolata
had to gasp; her thrusting breasts
quivered.
Brute's tendon twisting arm
swung around the room and
attached itself to the small of her
back like the tentacle of some
denizen of the deep. Moolata was
drawn across the room knowing
full well that Brute was in need of
her again.
"Moolata," he rasped. The
drapes shook as Brute drew
Moolata closer to him . His pulpy
digits massaged her back. She
heard the familiar rip of her satin
blouse. She could feel the salty
sweat dripping from Brute's
pulsating forehead. She could feel

the rhythm of all times, all
women, thumping in her body .
Her Latin loins ached with love.
Brute brought his gaping oral
cavity into close proximity to her
moist lips. She c0uld see a piece
of burnt onion between his gums.
The telephone sitting on the
gigantic desk shook again .
Moolata groaned uneasily . Brute
thrust her across the room as his
hand went for the phone.
On another side of the
metropolis in a small, urine
soaked phone booth Ernie "the
stoolie" stood stunted in silence.
" Mr. Ball-Ball-Ballingham," he
stuttered. "Yes," answered Brute.
The miserable figure rattled with
the resonance of Brute's vocal
chords.
Fou r-four-four-fou·r o'clock.
By Man-Man-Manny 's pool h-hall,"
said Ernie.
"Got-cha Scum," bounded
Brute's voice as he pushed the
phone, small in his hand, back
into its cradle.
Ernie shifted his eye. TI1e other
eye, made of glass, stared into his
reflection in the booth . Ernie
knew that Brute would leave the
bottles of Aqua- Velva in payment
for the inlormat10n uuder the
steps near his haunt.
Brute stepped over Moolata,
still writhing on the floor, and
into the hall. He rushed into the
meat elevator hurling the hunks of
beef out as he did so. The steel
door closed leaving Brute alone to
his thoughts and the stink of dried
blood on the floor . He felt an
unfamiliar jolt, the elevator was
rushing headlong down the shaft
to the cracked pavement below.
The wailing of cows thundered in
his ears. Brute knew something
was wrong.
"To be continued"
NEXT WEEK: PART II

Students Sponsor
Olympics Fund
"TAMS", the Physical
Education Majors' professional
club at Newark State is currently
involved in an Olympic Fund
Raising campaign on the campus
and in local communities in an
effort to help raise funds to
support the 1972 United States
Olympic Teams.
Co-chairmen of this drive are
Maryanne Ferrara and David
Combs both NSC students. A goal
of $5,000 has been set by the
Newark State group . They also
hope to initiate similar fund drives
in local high schools towards
supporting the Olympic Teams.
While most of the money raised
will come from the purchasing of
Olympic Decals, an assortment of
tie tacks, bracelets, wall plaques
and Olympic yearbooks are also
available to contributors. ·
In addition to the co-chairmen
of the Newark State fund-raising
effort, assistance is being supplied
by David W. Brown, Fund Raising

Chairman for the U.S. Olympic
Committee, Miss Dolores Shiposh,
assistant professor of physical
education and adviser to TAMS
and Mrs. Patricia Nugent,
President of the TAMS
organization.
Further information
concerning the "TAMS" Olympic
Fund Drive may be obtained by
contacting Miss Shiposh in the
Health and Physical Education
Department.

Thanx 4 the
Champagne (hie!)
Thanx 4 the Wine (hie!)
Thanx 4 the Owls (hoot!)
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NATURE'S CHOICEST PRODUCTS PROVIDE ITS PRIZED FLAVOR .
ONLY THE FINEST OF HOPS AND GRAINS ARE USED .

cfelulia ad/meJuaJAJ)a1t lift 1893

GOOD OLD-TIME
,FLAVOR

-no other beer has it.

PAB ST BREWING COM PANY • Mi lwaukee, Wi s., Peoria Height s, Ill., Newark, N. J ., Los Angeles, Cal., Pabst, Ga. 31069
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by Bob T ravaglione

Place: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Air Quality - Not fit for human
consumption
Population - Black Lung Disease
Victims
Johnstown is located about 80
miles east of Pittsburg. The town
is in a valley surrounded by high
hills and mountains. The'
:q ethlehem Steel company
occupies 1/20 of the total area of
the town and destroys ½ of the air
supply , the other half is taken
care of, courtesy of the coal and
garment industries. Because of the
poor condition of the air, the
residents of the area receive free
of charge a coating of soot to
warm their lungs and make them
feel all together rotting inside.
Around this area the residents
must get up five minutes early to
clear the dust off their car
windows, and it is a town
ordinance that you must sweep
your sidewalks every day. There
seems to be no out for these
people , for without these
industries, the town would die
economically.
On top of one of the highest
mountains surrounding
Johnstown, lies a pie in the sky,
Montvale, a small suburb which

offers some relief from the stink
below. Well and good, but there is
one slight hitch. To get up to this
town you have to go around to
the side of the mountain where
the slope is more gentle, but it is
very much out of the way. To
make access to the pinnicle more
simpler, they built a nightmarish
contraption called the Inclined
Plane. This device is built right to
the side of the mountain at an
angle of 75 degrees. It consists of
a pair of railroad tracks on which
two garage-like structures carry
passengers and cars to the town
on the top. The ride up on the
Plane is shaky with much creaking
and swaying.

Copy Editors
Needed
For Independent
Proofreaders

OFFICIAL CLASS
RING
ORDERS TAKEN
(L.G. BALFOU R CO.)
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 8
9 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.
Book & Supply Store

COUNSELORS & SPECIALISTS
HIGH STANDARD Beautiful Coed Camp offers
progressive program and personal growth
Salary range $250-$1 ,000
Joseph A. Schwartz, Assoc iate Director will be
interviewing on

Campus Monday, December 6,

1971. For appointment and further information go
to Placement Office.
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MANNINGS
TURNS YOUR HEAD
AROUND

NEW JERSEY YMHA-YWHA CAMPS
589 CENTRAL AVENUE
EAST ORANGE, N.J. 07018
678-7070

ALL ARE INVITED
TO SHARE AND CELEBRATE
There will be MASS ON WEDNESDAY,
DEC. 8 At 11 :00 A.M. in the Coffee House,
to Celebrate the Feast of the Immaculate
Conception .

Jeans:
Jesus of Nazareth requests the Honor
of your Presence; Attire is ·informal.
ALL ARE WELCOME .

L evi, Landlubber ,Contac t,

Lee , CFO, a nd Wrangler , Straight L egs and Bells .

Jackets:

Air Force Parkas, Den ims,
Leat hers & Suedes, and Bombers. ( Our A ir Force Parkas are G overnment Issue}

Boots:

Frye, Dex ter, Acme, D}'e r ,

Georgia , Calvary Boots , Lace Ups, 'Work & H ike Boots,

Tops:

Foru m, H in:im alayia , Dee' and
J ones. Skinny Ribs , Tur tles. Ski Sweate rs. Work Shir t s ,
F lannels, and Westerns.

MANN INGS III ·229 Hellevue.Avenue. Cpper '.\Ionrdai r. :\ew Jer, er
i\·1Ar-.:N INGS II 358 Mill.burn Avenue , Millburn , Ne w Jer sey
l\,1ANNINGS I 64 Broad St reet , Elizabeth, New Jersey

78.1 - 7550
467 - 1583
352 - 4219
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CHILDREN'S THEATRE WORKSHOP
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CEC is now collecting toys

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
The Children 's Theatre Workshop of Newar·k State College (Union) is pleased to announce a
program of entertainments for children on Saturday, December 4 in the theater of the Lenore
Vaughn-Eames Bu ilding. Directed , choreographed, and performed by Newark State College
students as a communhy service, the Saturday presentations will be produced as follows :
10:00 ..... .... ... ....... .......... .... ...................................... ....... ... TALES FROM THE TALK -TALK HUT
11 :15 ....... ... .... ....... ................... ...... .. ... .................................................................WHERE'S ALICE
11 :30 ...... .. .. ........ .. .... ............ .. ........................... .................... ............ ..... FAIRY TA LES ON TOUR
12:45 ..... ..... ....... .... .............. .......... ............ ........ .... ... ................... ....... ..................WHERE'S ALICE
2:00 ....... .......................... ..... .......... ..... .. .......... ............ .. .. ..... ..... .... . JACK AND THE BEANSTALK
The childrens' entertainments have been designed in order to prov ide various age levels with
experiences in participatory theatre. TALES FROM THE TALK-TALK HUT, will include
" Coconut Thieves " and "Uncle Bouqui Rents a Horse". Both plays occur in Africa and they will
~ suitable for ages 7-12. FAIRY TALES ON TOUR will be directed by Melinda Schadt. This
original entertainment is based on famous fairy tales including Hansel and Gretel, which will be set
in Italy; Snow White, which will be set in Russia ; and Pinocchio, which will be played in a Chinese
setting . This production will be suitable for ages 4-8. Walter Carris will direct JACK AND THE
BEANSTALK, a production which will include a musical score . 5-8 year old children will find this
tale of Jack 's encounter with the giant delightful fun .

for Christmas parties it will be
giving to the children at Hunterdon
State School and Woodbridge
State School. Any toys donated
will be accepted. Please bring
them to the boxes 1n the Child
Study Center or the

It will be possible to see a second production on Saturday , December 4 which will be presented
twice during the day. Steven lnnacone's production of WHERE'S ALICE , suited for children 6-10
years of age, will invite children to join a magic, fun filled circle. Characters such as the Mad
Hatter, Cheshire Cat and the Oueen of Hearts will come alive as chi ldren participate in this wild
romp based on Alice in Wonderland.
All plays will be presented by students of the Children's Theatre Workshop and admission is free.
Seating reservations should be made in advance, however, since the number of seats is limited .
Reservations may be made by contacting the Children 's Theatre Workshop at Newark State
College. (527-2349)

Name ....... .... ...... ............... .... .. ....... .... .... ... ....... .................................... ...... .... Phone No ................... .

Student Center.
Thank you.
If you've been thinking

SOPHOMORES -

about a MINOR in READING,

Organization ..... .... ......... ....... ..... .. ... .. .. .. ....... ..... .. ........... ...... ... .... .... .. ........ ... .... ................................. .
Number of Tickets desired ...................................... .................. ... ..... ..... .. .. ....... .. ....... ............ ........ ...

do something about it!

Name of Performance(s) .... ................................... .............. .. ............... ................. .. ....... .. ........... ..... ..
Times .. ...... ....... .. ... ..... ...... .. ............. ........... ... ..... ...... ...... ..... ......... ...... ....................................... ....... .

See Prof. D. Welle, Library 218.

Mail to :
Mr. JRS Teran
Children 's Theatre Workshop

Now . .. or during registrat~on.

Newark State College

CAREER
COUNSEi.iNG

Morris Ave ., Un ion, N .J. 07083

CHRISTMAS
CONFUSION?
GIVE A COLORFUL

Jo, N Tl-I c(Y1EAT8ALL

HAND EMBROIDERED

/l l. 8E LL.I~ tvf

SILK BOLIVIAN
INCA SHAWL

P1acement

LONG, LONG FRINGE
CALL 572-0572

DO YOU BUY
LEATHER?

Academic Advisement
Counseling,
Thursday, December 2 - 1:40
Downs Hall Room A

Sure you do, and now with the
Grand Opening of the Leather
Garage you can get at factory
outlet prices, the highest
quality , most distinctive,
unique leather hides and sides
in all colors, weights, and
textures. Make it yourself, or
have someone make it for you!
We have gorgeous garment
cowhide, velvet touch suedes,
beautiful belt hides for Jackets,
Vests, Pnats, Purses, Boots,
Belts, etc., and as a special
getting to know you offer a
free bag of leather pieces for
watchbands, chokers, patches,
etc., will be given to everyone
who presents this Ad to us. So,
come and meet us at:

THE
LEATHER GARAGE
(A Division of Seton Leatherl
317 Oraton St- Newark
For Info. Call 485-4211

Hours : Tues. -

Sat. 10:00 A-M-

to 6:00 P.M.

8~ A MAN{
Ct>IA IN(,, -

1

Q£C. I' .

-

_.,.:-Page-Foart~n-~

(~ntin,ro from9

":~p~!t~:~<:~:~~~!o:11 md J:~~ ~-~~g~!!d.A~~:.h!~~r:
0

ks_i,n.·

maybe they're right. But I look at Twin and the 'British bikes (BSA
it logically - do you want to stay and Tr.iumph), Honda, and
alive or DIE? It's as simple as Kawasaki (with their "old" Mach
that! Think about it!
III 500cc) are already firmly
(For further reading, I refer entrenched in the large
you to the Sept. and Oct. issues of displacemei;it-mttlti field; racing
Cycle Guide for the excellent two and winning.
part article "Don't Lose Your .. i
'
,
Head" by Swede Carlson, . that's '.,. -Though its interesting that Kel
where I got my specifics for this Carruthers, .the little Aussie, is
rap.).
.
winning 750cc Class races on Don
Vesco's 350cc- Yamahas (160
Redlinin'
mph-60 hp, believe it or not)!
A rumor is circulating that now Vesco is an independent, not a
that Kawasaki and Suzuki (both factory team, amazingly enough,
two-stroke manufacturers) have in this day of big money·,
entered the big displacement field factory•packed efforts. Maybe tlte
of multi-cylinder bikes with their 750cc multi will be the way
new 750cc models, that Yamaha Yamaha factory team can win the
(the little old organ maker) will big displacement races. So until
soon come out with a 750cc 4 that time, Vesco and Carruthers,
cylinder . b.ike, at least for hang in there, independent and
.,
competition purposes. This is Great!
reasonable, considering they have
(As a last passing thought, for
the 250cc Class in road racing all you biking, driving, tripping,
practically tied up by their racers. drug freaks and any normal or
Yet the •750cc Class is more of a semi-normal types that feel like it,
challenge, since their biggest I recommend that you get your

~1,

issues of Rolling Stone and read,
our adopting-the same view.
" Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas,
(Co ntinu ed fro m Page lO)
I hope that we can rally a great
A Savage Journey to the Heart of importance of _ ecology and , ~an,Y_ ~~~dents to the cause of
the American Dream" by Raoul environmental :imI)i:ovenient have 1 ~eep1?g• .. ~>Ur campus fr~m
Duke.
.
. .
.
come . into direct c,0nfrontation becoming )~stsomanymorec1ty
Its ;m· msa~w 1t,np, mto America l ~th an ·'at:tion situation.: Have
blocks"l.
.
and paranoia, you won' t want to , of , th~ ;statements-. l rom n igh
Bentoi:i P._CUmmmgs
miss. Revolving around , the . sources been merely ·rhetoric or
. . C,hairman .
journalist and his attorney, both do.. we ..,;ally mean •'what we are
P;resident s Committee of
totally ripped-off, covering the say1·ng?. •~There are many facu.l.t y
.
Conc_ern
Mint 400 Classic off-the-road race
f r th E
t
held in L.V. and then the National and ·students who are' pessimistic
o
e_ nvironmen _.
District Attorney's Drug Abuse and fear that it may be pure
Prof. iuit!'::a:i~~cation
Conference with mumblings about
,a Vincent Black Shadow; Great
Red Shark, and Whit~ Whale, etc.
It.s fantastic! ·. • i
'
·

all .

Copy Editors And

Editor's Note: Due to massive
typographical errors in the last
article, a quick review for
accuracy's sake ·.will , show the
following ' major corrections are in
order: 1) · Suzzuki GT-750, 2)
1300cc V-6 drive shaft Honda , 3)
4 cylinder 350cc Honda, 4) and
the Honda streamliner packing 2
750cc 4 cylinder engines. Sorry.

Proof ·Readers WANTED!
•

i

ForThelndepe~dent
Ask For Mike Or Lynn

Fairytale Wasteland
Mickey Fin n piano sleep ing in t he corner
Shelters tavern cat that beongs to Jackie Horner
pulls her pinkchewed tail ·back beneath the bench
taps to tepid water puddling in a stench
~

•

' 1 S •

•

flies buzz in and flies buzz out
barmaid gargles gassy beer, she says its for her gout
the mirror speaks of a n:ian _by the door
with a pumpkin pie, a special order
carries it over warm to J . Horner
" you cl own you nerd you rotten offal
haven't you heard of the rhyme," sounding hopeful,
" i eat plum and plum's all i eat,"
"i want no part of your fairytale"

BRUTE BALLINGHAM
.
IS TEARING HIS WAY

said the man as he made his retreat

INTO N.S.C.
Michael A. White

PART I-THIS WEEK :
''Things Are Looking
SOP·HOMORES

Down For Brute!"

Intere sted in e le cting a

READING MINOR?
See Prof. D. Welle, Advisor
Library 218

.Dig Him
on Page 7 Now!

' · o.c.mber 2, .1971
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Calendar Of Events
DATE
MONDAY, NOV. 29th
1 :40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a:m.
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

EVENT

PLACE

Course Evaluation Meeting
Thematic Microlab

W215

Coffee House
·SCATE ·conference

Coffee House
Hex R·oom
Room B, Downs Halt

Registration for Spring 1972 Semester
Monday~ Nov. 29,-Friday, Decemt;,er .17,
TUESDAY, NOV. 30th
1 :40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Student Teaching Meeting
1 :40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Community Coalition Meeting
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Mass
1 :40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
SCATE Meeting
1 :40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Townsend Lecture Committee Meeting
7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Nu Sigma Phi
· 8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Coffee House
6:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Sigma Beta Chi
7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Beta Delta Chi
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Nu Delta Pi
7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Lambda Chi Rho
7:0~ p.m.-10:00 p.m .
Beta Delta Chi Alumni

WEDNESDAV, DEC. 1st
12: 15 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Self Hypnosis
3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Explore
7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Alumni Association Meeting
7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Omega Phi Alpha
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Coffee House

TPA
Alumni Lounge
Coffee House

W-10()
Room B, Bookstore Building
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room
Sloan Lounge
Sec. I, Dining Rm, Downs
Formal Lounge, Downs
Fae. Dining Rm, Downs
Room A, Downs ·

Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room

THURSDAY, DEC. 2nd
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
Course Evaluation Meeting
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
Community Coalition Meeting
1 :40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
Free U: Lecture: Ann Lesk,
"Hiking and Ecology"
3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Group Experience
1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Women's Lib Course
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
Career Counseling Meeting
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
Cuban's Meeting
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Gay Coalition Meeting
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Coffee House

Coffee House
Formal Lounge, Downs
Room A, Downs
W-302
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room

FRI DAV, DEC. 3rd
1 :00-3:00 p.m.
1 :30 p.m. -3:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m .
7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
8:30 p.m.

Sexual Identity
Explore
/
Search For Identity
Ex-Council Meeting (Alumni)
Coffee House
Festival Chorus Performance

Alumni Lounge
Coffee House
Counseling Office
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room
TPA

Alpha Phi Omega Evening Chapter
Induction Dinner

Downs Hall

CCB Film: "Midnight Cowboy"

TPA

SAT~RDAV, DEC. 4th
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, DEC. 5th
7:45 p.m.

W215 ·
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
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, : .. ~FIRST MEETING OF NEWARK STATE

.· . -··.. t1AY COALITJfJN
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-·y :tr• THURS., DEC. 2, 1971 , 8 P.M .

~~.&• ,~Nl,LOUNGE,

COLLEGE CENTER
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• A BEGINNING, A PLACE TO START, AN OPPORTUNITY TO:' •
BECOME INVOLVED WITH OTHERS;
EXPLORE THE DYNAMICS OF GAY CULTURE;
GAY PRIDE;
POLITICS OF SEXISM;
HOMOSEXUAL OPPRESSION.
- ~ Y~•
"'i• ....:: · • AN, YOU ARE INVITED TO MEET
. ;:,•f
.- .MA
. AND SHARE WITH OTHER
I!- • "
...
.
-~ _":.~:>· . , MALE & FEMALE
:!. HOMOSEXUALS ...
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